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From the Editor 
Welcome to the first issue of 
Syntrophy for 2014. 

It was a pleasure to see many of 
our members commence the ASM-
year at the 2014 February Meeting 
featuring Dr Peter Hobbins speaking 
on ‘Pox, plague and the shifting 
boundaries of quarantine’. His was a 
thoroughly engaging presentation 
and a full report features later in 
this edition. 

As well as our local events, the 2014 
ASM National Meeting will take place 
in Melbourne from 6-9th July. I 
know that the local organising 
committee is hard at work putting 
together a fantastic meeting. Early 
bird registration and abstract 
submission for oral presentations 
closes on 4th April. Abstract 
submission for poster presentations 
closes on 9th May.  

Students may like to prepare their 
abstract now to enter the BD 
Student Award for 2014. The NSW-
ACT finalists will give their 
presentations on the evening of 
18th March at UTS, with the best 
presentation selected to attend the 
National Meeting supported by 
Becton Dickinson. Entries close 7th 
March.  

ASM Council and Executive have 
proposed changes to ASM 
Constitution and By-Laws which will  

be decided at the 2014 AGM in 
Melbourne in July. The changes 
include moving the State under 
which the Society is incorporated 
from ACT to Victoria, including a 
description of the ASM divisional 
structure, and changes concerning 
special interest groups. The links 
below provide more details: 

http://www.theasm.org.au/assets/A
SMConstitutionchanges2014Overvie
w2.pdf 

http://www.theasm.org.au/assets/A
SMConstitutionproposedchanges2.p
df 

http://www.theasm.org.au/assets/S
ummaryofplannedConstitutionalCha
nges2.pdf 

http://www.theasm.org.au/assets/A
SMSIGByLawproposedchanges2.pdf 

Any comments, concerns, questions 
and feedback should be sent to the 
National Office at 
admin@theasm.com.au before May 
2014.  

In other news, the Branch 
congratulates Professor Ruth Hall on 
being awarded a Medal of the Order 
of Australia (OAM) in the 2014 
Australia Day Honours for her 
service to science in the field of 
microbiology. Ruth has a long 
history of service with ASM and has 
made significant contributions  

through her research on bacterial 
pathogenesis and antimicrobial 
resistance at CSIRO and the 
University of Sydney. Well done, 
Ruth! 

As we begin 2014, we thank our 
generous sponsors for continuing 
their support of the Branch this 
year, and for all our members who 
give their time and effort to benefit 
microbiology. 

The Branch is currently conducting 
an online survey to get feedback 
from both members and non-
members. We’d love you to 
participate by answering 10 quick 
questions if you can. Note the 
survey is anonymous and will finish 
on March 31. 

The survey for current ASM 
members is at: 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/
GQRNXVQ 

The survey for any microbiology 
colleagues who are currently non-
members, including people you 
know are interested in microbiology 
or may have been ASM members in 
the past but no longer current, is at: 
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/
GR3G8P5 

We hope you enjoy reading this 
edition of Syntrophy.  

Peter  

Focus  
Microbiological risk assessment of a 
shopping centre food court 

   By Nick Coleman 

What proportion of 
microbes that we encounter 
in public places are actually 
harmful? A few studies on 
the microbial load of 
surfaces in public places 
(e.g. trains, keyboards) 
have been done, and these 
showed that potential 
pathogens such as MRSA 
were present in some 
locations. What about at a 
shopping centre? This is a 

major gathering place in 
urban societies, and a prime 
location for the transfer of 
microorganisms. To the best 
of the author’s knowledge, 
there have been no 
microbiology studies on the 
shopping centre 
environment, except our 
own recent study, which I 
will detail below. 

The Coleman lab at the  

University of Sydney was 
approached by the union 
representing cleaners in 
shopping centres (United 
Voice) to perform a 
microbiological study on a 
shopping centre food court. 
The union was seeking 
microbiological evidence to 
support a case that the 
shopping centre owner 

Continued on page 8… 
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THE AWARD: Registration fees for the ASM Annual Scientific Conference in 2014; 
Budget travel to attend the ASM Annual Scientific Conference; and an 
accommodation allowance of $50 per night. Payment will be made on presentation of 
receipts. 
 
ELIGIBILITY: All postgraduate Microbiology students (studying at a uni in NSW/ACT) 
who have submitted an abstract for the ASM Annual Scientific Meeting and not have 
previously received a BD ASM Student Award. Applicants must be a student member 
of the ASM, or must be eligible for membership and have paid the subscription at the 
time of application.  
 
APPLICATION: Please supply a copy of the abstract submitted / or to be submitted 
to the 2014 ASM Annual Scientific Meeting, saved as a .doc or .docx file and your 
ASM membership number.  
To: Peter Huntington, ASM NSW-ACT Branch Secretary 

Email: Peter.Huntington@health.nsw.gov.au  
Phone: (02) 99264329 
 
* All applications will be reviewed and applicants selected as finalists will be 
notified (by 11th March 2014) and will present their work on the Becton Dickinson 
Student Award night on Tuesday 18th March 2014 (to be held at the University of 
Technology Sydney).  
* Support (e.g. financial support towards budget overnight accommodation) is 
available for finalists studying at any regional University in NSW/ACT to attend the 
BD Award night to give their presentation. 
* The Awardee will be selected on the basis of an oral presentation (12 minutes 
+ 3 minutes questions), to be given at the Award night. 
* The recipient of the award will be selected and announced on the Award night. 
  
All Finalists will be required to write a brief 1 page report on their project (approx. 600 
words). The report should be submitted no later than 4 weeks after the conference 
end date for publication in the ASM NSW-ACT Branch newsletter ‘Syntrophy’. 
Syntrophy reports to be submitted with supervisor’s approval. 
  

mailto:Peter.Huntington@health.nsw.gov.au


Australian Society for Microbiology 
NSW-ACT Branch 

 
 
 
 

Joe Levey Graduate Award 2014  
 

          
AWARD: Registration fees and budget travel and accommodation costs (up 
to a total value of $ 50/day) to attend the Australian Society for Microbiology  
Annual Scientific Meeting. 
Payment will be made on presentation of tax invoices or receipts. 
 
ELIGIBILITY: All graduates of less than five years, and currently working in 
microbiology, are invited to apply for the Award. Applicant should not be a 
fulltime student and must be a resident of NSW/ACT at time of application. 
 
MEMBERSHIP STATUS: All members of ASM except student members. 
Applicants must have been members of the Australian Society for 
Microbiology for at least 12 months before the Award application is submitted. 
 
CRITERIA:  

1. A one page essay explaining their wish to attend the ASM Annual 
Scientific Meeting, and indicating what they hope to gain from the 
experience. 

2. A one page account covering their academic achievements and work 
experience to date. 

3. Two referee’s reports (to be submitted directly) supporting application 
for the Award. It is the responsibility of the applicant to ensure that their 
referees submit the reports to the ASM NSW-ACT Branch committee 
by the closing date. 

4. Evidence of their involvement in NSW-ACT branch activities since they 
have been members.  This could include attendance at scientific 
meetings, seminars, social events, newsletter contributions or 
assistance in the organisation of branch events.  Applicants with this 
record will be preferred, but not exclusively (supervisor’s written 
approval required if applicable). 

5. Recipient is required to write a brief report (1 page or 600 words) that 
summarises their project or the proceedings of any one session they 
attended at the ASM annual scientific meeting (report will be published 
in the ASM NSW branch newsletter). The report should be submitted 
no later than 4 weeks after the conference end date for publication in 
the ASM NSW -ACT Branch newsletter.  

 
 

CLOSING DATE: 31st March 2014 
 
 
APPLICATIONS TO:  
Peter Huntington, ASM NSW-ACT Branch Secretary  
Email: Peter.Huntington@health.nsw.gov.au 
Ph: (02) 9926 4329 



Australian Society for Microbiology 
NSW-ACT Branch 

 
 
 
 

NSW-ACT ASM Branch Members Service Award  
 

          
AWARD: The award is for travel to a scientific meeting, conference or visit to 
an institution within Australia for the scientific advancement of the applicant.  
The award will consist of budget travel and accommodation (up to $50 per day 
for a maximum of 5 days). Payment will be made on presentation of tax 
invoices or receipts. 
 
ELIGIBILITY: Applicants must have been members of the NSW-ACT branch 
of the Australian Society for Microbiology for at least 12 months before the 
Award application is submitted. 
 
CRITERIA:  
1. 40% of the award weighting will be based on the applicant’s promotion of 

the field of microbiology in Australia while based in NSW-ACT. This 
contribution may be assessed by publication record, community 
contribution or by a combination of both. 
 

2. 40% of the weighting will be on the basis of contribution to the activities of 
the NSW-ACT branch.  This may be through the organisation of branch 
activities, SIG activities or other similar contributions.  A preference will be 
given to applicants whose contribution has been in the last five years. 

 
3. 20% of the weighting will be based on the proposed, the justification of the 

travel involved, the benefits to the applicant and/or their organisation, and 
the benefit to microbiology in NSW-ACT. 

   (supervisor’s written approval required if applicable) 
 
 

CLOSING DATE: 31st March 2014 
 
 
APPLICATIONS TO:  
Peter Huntington, ASM NSW-ACT Branch Secretary  
Email: Peter.Huntington@health.nsw.gov.au 
Ph: (02) 9926 4329  
 



Australian Society for Microbiology 
NSW-ACT Branch 

 
 
 
 

NSW-ACT ASM Branch Postdoctoral Award  
 

          
AWARD: The award is a contribution of up to $1000 ( towards registration 
fees/ airfares/accommodation**) to assist the recipient to attend the ASM 
annual national conference, or any other conference or workshop (national or 
international) with a microbiology component, in the same year as the award 
is given.  
 
**Note: Payment will be made on presentation of tax invoices or receipts 
 
ELIGIBILITY: Postdoctoral researchers in microbiology of no more than 5 
years postdoctoral experience. Applicant must be a resident of NSW/ACT at 
time of application. 
 
MEMBERSHIP STATUS: Applicants must have been members of the 
Australian Society for Microbiology for at least 12 months before the Award 
application is submitted. 
 
 
CRITERIA:  
Applicants must submit an application consisting of the following: 
1. A lay description of their project suitable for ASM NSW-ACT media 

releases and website of up to 100 words. 
2. A two page description of the applicant’s project and their major scientific 

contributions to date (including peer reviewed publications, conference 
presentations, etc.).  

3. Details of the conference they wish to attend, including how attendance 
will benefit their career (1 page). 

4. A copy of the conference abstract. 
5. Two referee’s reports (to be submitted directly) supporting application for 

the Award; one should be from the applicant’s supervisor. It is the 
responsibility of the applicant to ensure that their referees submit the 
reports to the ASM NSW-ACT Branch committee by the closing date. 

6. The award recipient is expected to write a lead article to be published in 
Syntrophy – the article must be submitted no later than 4 weeks after the 
conference. 

 
 

CLOSING DATE: 30th April 2014 
 
 
APPLICATIONS TO:  
Peter Huntington, ASM NSW-ACT Branch Secretary  
Email: Peter.Huntington@health.nsw.gov.au 
Ph: (02) 9926 4329  
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Focus continued  
needed to provide more resources for cleaners in this centre.  We were seeking evidence for pathogenic types, 

faecal indicator organisms, and evidence of possible cross-contamination between cleaning products and food 

court tables.  

 

The food court tables were sampled by wiping the entire surface with a moist cloth. Five tables were sampled on 

one date, then another five tables sampled several months later.  A subsample of a cleaning cloth used in the 

same food court was also taken for processing. The wipe and cloth samples were vortexed in buffer, and 

dilution-plated onto R2A. After incubation and colony counting, all the colonies on plates of each type were 

pooled, the DNA extracted, and analysed by 16S rDNA PCR and tag-pyrosequencing.  

 

As expected, bacteria could be recovered by viable count from all of the food court tables, at levels of 102-105 

cfu per square metre. There are no Australian guidelines for acceptable maximum microbial loads on public 

surfaces, so it is difficult to say if these numbers alone are a problem, or not. The cloth was much more heavily 

contaminated than the table surfaces (Figure 1), yielding 1010 cfu per square metre. It must be noted that these 

units of area used are not really appropriate for the cloth, which was very porous, but it was clear that the cloth 

carried a very heavy microbial load. 

 

DNA analysis confirmed that bacterial genera known to include pathogens (Stenotrophomonas, Aeromonas, 

Acinetobacter, Pseudomonas, Staphylococcus) were present on both the cloth and table surfaces (Figure 2), and 

further, that these potential pathogenic types were among the most abundant sequence types detected. It was 

notable that the majority of Stenotrophomonas and Aeromonas sequences were 98-100% identical to those of 

S.maltophilia and A.hydrophila, respectively, and a minority of the Pseudomonas and Staphylococcus sequences 

were 99-100% identical to P.aeruginosa, and S.aureus, respectively.   
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Sequences from coliforms (Enterobacter, Pantoea, Citrobacter, Escherichia) were detected in all the samples. 

When assessed on an absolute % basis (0.28 – 2.1%), the coliforms look like minor components, but they are in 

the top 10 or top 15 types based on sequence abundance. The presence of Escherichia is strong evidence for 

faecal contamination; this could be due to poor cleaning practices in the shopping centre (e.g. use of the same 

cleaning cloth in toilets and food court), but it could also be due to the poor hygiene of the general public. At 

least some sequence types of potential pathogens (e.g. Acinetobacter) were identical between the table surfaces 

and the cleaning cloth, indicative of cross-contamination. 

 

Overall, we did find evidence for some level of microbiological risk in the shopping centre food court. We cannot 

confirm that poor cleaning practices are responsible for this, but providing better resources for cleaners in these 

centres does seem like a good idea. More rigorous identification of the potential pathogens detected would be 

useful to provide a better sense of the risks.  

 

About the author 
 

Dr. Nick Coleman is a Senior Lecturer in microbiology in the School of Molecular Bioscience at the University of 

Sydney, and is a member of the ASM NSW/ACT Branch committee. Nick is responsible for receiving and editing 

lead articles for Syntrophy so please do send him ideas for these lead articles: nicholas.coleman@sydney.edu.au. 

The work described above has recently been published - Dingsdag and Coleman (2013) Epidemiology & Infection 

141:1647-165.  The work was supported financially by the United Voice union.  
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Reports from Recent Events  
CAPSIG (NSW) Christmas Seminar December 2013 
The end of Year seminar CAPSIG (NSW) once again has proven to 
be as popular as ever with 169 registrations. We were very 
fortunate to have Prof. Nick Hunt, Professor of Experimental 
Pathology from the University of Sydney, as our guest speaker for 
the event. Prof. Hunt presented a broad view of his impression on 
the role of Microbiology/Microbiologists in a lighted-hearted way; 
which was indeed informative and entertaining. His observations 
on the ‘corporate culture and ‘political correctness’ would have 
been hilarious if they were not true. 

Prof. Hunt has taken us back to the history of Microbiology, where most of significant achievements have 
gradually faded into ancient history, such as the work of L Pasteur and other eminent microbiologists. He 
reminded us of all the triumphs of microbiology, to name a few, water hygiene, development of vaccine 
(eradication of small pox from the face of the Earth), antibiotics and anti-microbial agents. 

On the flip side, Prof. Hunt warned us of the challenges ahead us: 

Growing resistance of antimicrobial drug with fewer new drugs in the 
pipeline; it is indeed a big concern for those of us engaged in drug 
development, who should be well aware of the time and resources 
needed for a new drug, from the drawing board to registration. 

In some instances, antibiotic resistance was observed almost at the 
same time when the drug is approved for registration; this has a huge 
impact on the product life cycle! 

From 1983 to 1987, there were 16 antibiotics approved. Twenty years on (2003 – 2007), the number has 
dwindled to four, largely due to economic rationalism; is this alarming? 

Emerging (or re-emerging) diseases; are we doing enough to embrace these? 

Bioterrorism; a ‘misuse’ of modern science 

For those who were present in the seminar, it must have been undeniably inspirational when Prof Hunt gave 
CAPSIG an alternative acronym to Cute And Pretty Sexy Iconic Glitterati (although it is uncertain if many 
CAPSIG members would admit to being a glitterati as a professional 
microbiologist, Gusto perhaps?). With his kind consent, his presentation 
has been uploaded on our website: www.capsig.com.au. 

The CAPSIG Committee would like to express their sincere gratitude 
to Prof. Hunt for his excellent presentation; and to our sponsors for 
their continued support. The evening went on with gourmet seafood 
buffet, served by the Canterbury Hurlstone Park RSL Club kitchen. 
This year again, every attendee took home a bottle of CAPSIG 
commemorative Old Tawny Port, the usual ‘show-bag’ plus a lucky door 
prize! 

Reported by Hilary Fong 
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Reports continued  
2014 February Meeting – Dr Peter Hobbins 
 

‘Pox, plague and the shifting boundaries of quarantine’   
The 2014 February meeting was held at the New Law School of the University 
of Sydney on 11th February. About 55 people attended, including some who 
even travelled from Canberra or Newcastle for the presentation. Following 
food and drinks, Charlotte Webster presented Professor Ruth Hall with 
flowers congratulating her on behalf of ASM NSW-ACT on her achievement 
at being awarded an OAM for her service to science in the field of 
microbiology in the 2014 Australia Day honours. 

Entitled ‘Pox, plague and the shifting boundaries of quarantine’, Dr Peter 
Hobbins, a medical historian from the Quarantine Project at the University of 
Sydney, then presented an overview of the historical development of quarantine in the colony of New South Wales up 
to about 1900. Although in this period a microbial understanding of disease had not yet fully developed, Peter shared a 
selection of the ‘stories from the sandstone’ – the inscriptions left at Sydney’s former quarantine station at North 
Head, and offered some of the history based upon archaeological analysis of these inscriptions. Peter highlighted 
three topics: analogies between quarantine and defence; quarantine as a process purely of exclusion; and the notion 
that quarantine was a process applied purely to civilians. 

There were changing ideas of disease in the 19th century, particularly about how disease was contained and 
counteracted. As early as 1814 arrival of convict ship Surrey with a huge number of diseased and dying convicts aboard 
lead to recognition that something that needed to be done at a Government level about ships during their 5 month 
voyage out to ‘New Holland’. In response the British Government introduced strict on-ship segregation of passengers, 
regular cleaning of both ship and quarters including airing of bedding on deck, improved personal hygiene, and each ship 
with more than 50 people was required to carry a surgeon-superintendent. Although initially applied only to convict 
ships, it was soon adopted by immigrant ships, and this ‘code of practice’ was so effective it was eventually adopted as 
best practice by commercial shipping operators too. This meant that people coming to Australia on board ships in this 
era were probably not as sick as they could have been. 

By 1828 the colonial Government recognised the need for some sort of quarantine in the Colony. In 1835 with the 
arrival of the immigrant ship the Canton, isolated North Head was first used for quarantine, with the sandstone 
carved with ‘graffiti’ by some people held in quarantine, those who lived and worked at the site, as well as day visitors. 

Perhaps surprising to us, many accounts of being in quarantine were quite favourable, and cliff-top views of the 
harbour from North Head locations such as Old Man’s Hat remain impressive today, albeit less accessible. Immigrant 
Will Sayer, quarantined in 1876 due to fever on-board ship, wrote, ‘I think we shall live like lords in a gaol, for the land 
looks like a scenery’. Peter suggested that this was not an uncommon response, unless of course you were sick. 

On Anniversary Day (26th January) 1877, there was a regatta on Sydney Harbour, and the flagship of the Australia 
station, HMS Wolverine was both a symbol of imperial naval splendour and an attraction for the social-set of the day. 
However on board another ship moored nearby, the HMS Sappho, there was already a case of smallpox, and a few days 
later further cases occurred on board other ships HMS Conflict and HMS Wolverine.  

Smallpox had recently arrived in the colony of New South Wales via two different routes: on board the Brisbane in 
December 1876, and again on board the Australia in January 1877. Smallpox was a dread disease with 30% mortality.  
From 1835-1877 the Sydney quarantine station had only been used for immigrants, and with the smallpox outbreak this 
was the first time that Sydney residents themselves were quarantined and taken out to North Head too. Peter 
suggested that this represented a change in attitude from the colonial Government to its citizens: compulsory 
citizenship that applied not only to approach to disease, but also defence of the Colony.  

Imperial defence changed after 1871 when the last of the British troops left Australia. After that defence was 
largely up to the Royal Navy and the colonies with local militias able to defend against invaders. There had been a 
history of Russian invasion scares during the 19th Century, particularly during the wars of 1855 and again later in 1885. 
In 1877 a review of the defences of the Colony, particularly against raiding parties or bombardment by shelling from 
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Reports continued  

ships at sea, argued that ships should be allowed to enter the harbour and come under crossfire in a killing zone from 
multiple cannon on shore. Rather than rely on an impenetrable barrier, defence at that time involved drawing the 
enemy inside and engulfing them with overwhelming force. Peter suggested that this was perhaps not unlike late 19th 
Century ideas of the immune system. 

Throughout most of the 19th Century the main sponsors of immigration were the British and Colonial Government which 
could impose their strict hygiene regimen on ships. By the 1850’s, ship travel had become relatively safe and adult 
mortality on ships travelling to Australia was no higher than the death rates experienced by people living in major 
centres in Britain. However by the 1870’s the precautionary quarantine measures became less palatable to paying 
passengers immigrating to Australia and the standards of hygiene on board ships had become more lax, with natural 
consequences in terms of increased death and disease. 

Peter illustrated this by reference to two almost identical Aberdeen Line ships: Samuel Plimsoll and Smyrna, which 
sailed the same route from Plymouth to Sydney reliably in 80 days per voyage.  The Samuel Plimsoll was quarantined 
three times including in 1879 for typhus and simple fever, and the Smyrna was quarantined once in 1878 for measles, 
scarlet fever, typhoid fever and purulent opthalmia. Peter reported that historical records show there was 
controversy over the cost of supplies required during the two month quarantine ordered at North Head, including 
symptomatic agents and medical ‘comforts’ such as gin, schnapps and beer. 

In addition, the Agent for Immigration’s report to the New South Wales Parliament in 1878 after the Smyrna was 
quarantined declared that it was a ‘fine ship’, but that disease had broken out on it because of a ‘great want of 
ventilation which led to a general debility resulting in many deaths during the voyage and subsequently at the 
Quarantine Station’. Although the Agent didn’t exclude the specific causes of disease, he argued that it was the lack 
of fresh air moving through the ship and its cabins which ultimately led to the seriousness and number of cases on 
board the ship. Such thinking about the nature and cause of disease reflected the understanding of the time which 
persisted into the 1900’s.  

From the 1870’s there was a shift toward use of vaccination for prevention of disease led by smallpox. Peter noted 
that smallpox vaccination had become compulsory in Victoria, South Australia, Van Diemen’s Land and New Zealand by 
the 1860’s, however the colonies of New South Wales and Queensland never required compulsory vaccination of their 
citizens, even though immigration to either required proof of vaccination before allowing immigrants to board ship.  

Concern over smallpox in the colonies was brought to a head in 1886 and 1887 with arrival in Sydney of the 
Norddeutscher Lloyd ship the SS Preussen. The Preussen was quite a modern ship, however smallpox was rife on board 
and was blamed on overcrowding and lack of sanitary conditions. Unlike other cases at the time, the Preussen was full 
of northern European immigrants rather than Chinese. The ship stopped at several Australian ports including Albany, 
Adelaide, and Point Nepean in Melbourne, before coming to Sydney, with over 200 people taken off the ship at Point 
Nepean Quarantine Station in Melbourne, leading to official inquiries in Britain, Victoria and New South Wales. Given 
that the Preussen had stopped at so many ports, there was an apparent need for a co-ordinated federal system of 
quarantine for processing safe entry into Australia. The anti-vaccination movement used this case as an argument 
against the failure of preventative smallpox vaccination. It also led to growing concerns in the colony. Manly residents, 
with their suburb now encroaching ever closer to the North Head site, were concerned about the spread of smallpox 
and in 1888 they circulated an unsuccessful petition to close the North Head Quarantine Station. It seems they were 
a century ahead of their time, as the station was eventually closed in 1984. 

Peter reflected that similar forces were operating in the case of bubonic plague, which appeared in Sydney in 1900 and 
soon spread out around the city. Plague was seen as an old-world disease, and its appearance around the time of 
federation challenged the standing of the new Commonwealth as a nation. Citizens had come to accept the health 
intervention of the government, even to the extent of having things inside their own bodies. And now with plague, 
disease management techniques from quarantine were pushing outwards: with disinfection on the streets, rat catchers, 
and demolition in the Rocks area of Sydney to remove the rats and their fleas. Peter suggested that perhaps far from 
a triumph of modern medical science, the plague story of 1900 was just the same ‘technology’ as the old removing of 
‘stinks, vermin and dirt’, focused on the macroscopic problem of rats rather than any microbial understanding of the 
plague organism itself which were developing at that time. 

The quarantine station was not only important for human health. New South Wales had had a Vaccine Institute since  
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1847, and there were varying stocks of human and calf lymph coming out of India for use in vaccination. By 1882 New 
South Wales had shifted to only using material from cows, true vaccinia, rather than inoculation of material from 
humans. In the late 19th century there was a huge problem in Queensland and the Northern Territory with tick fever 
spread amongst herds of cattle, so called ‘red water’ with symptomatic bloodstained urine. A series of cows were kept 
at North Head for investigating use of vaccination for prevention of this animal disease. 

The quarantine station wasn’t only used for civilian immigrants. At Federation on 1 January 1901, colonial armed forces 
were deployed on two foreign engagements: the Boxer Rebellion in China, and the Boer War in South Africa. In both 
cases people had departed as colonials but returned as Australian citizens; departed as soldiers but returned as 
diseased citizens. Returning from China in April 1901, the SS Chingtu carried a case of smallpox on board. Troops had 
been compulsorily vaccinated before they left, and after the case on board they were vaccinated again. On arrival in 
Sydney the troops were quarantined at North Head, although most appear to have actually served their quarantine on-
board the Chingtu.  

Peter noted that two of the first powers conceded to the Commonwealth by the colonies were responsibility for 
defence and quarantine. In fact nothing happened quickly because the constitution was written such that the 
Commonwealth received no money for the first 10 years, but after 1910 there was a slow build-up of the Royal 
Australian Navy, although naval vessels were never again quarantined at the North Head quarantine station. 

With the new nation of Australia there was a new imagining of both quarantine and defence. Medical historian Alison 
Bashford argued that at the time of Australian Federation there was a new sense that the body of the nation also 
represented the body of the citizen: that it should be racially pure, kept clean of disease, and that it was this body 
that went off to fight with the ANZAC at Gallipoli.  

Peter ended his presentation with a final observation: that after the First World War Australia started to see itself 
as a champion of disease prevention in the Pacific, and the principles of quarantine which had moved outward from the 
quarantine station firstly into the city of Sydney, were now promoted by Australia out across the Pacific. 

The audience clearly enjoyed the presentation and the evening ended with several questions well-answered by Peter. 
ASM thanked Peter for his great overview of a very interesting topic. 

For those interested in more on the history of the Q-station at Sydney’s North Head, Peter made several suggestions:  

The Q-station website has lots of information: http://www.qstation.com.au .  

There is a variety of regular tours at the site, and if there is sufficient interest, Peter indicated that he would be 
happy to take an ASM group out one day too, see: http://www.quarantinestation.com.au/History/history-tours.html 

A regular series of free medical history talks is hosted at the site, usually the third Sunday of the month, with Dr 
Hobbins speaking on afternoon of Sunday 16th March on snakebite remedies in colonial Australia. RSVP’s are essential, 
see http://www.quarantinestation.com.au/History/lecture-seiries.html  

Also, the University of Sydney will be presenting a conference, ‘Quarantine: history, heritage and place’, in Sydney 
from 14-16th August 2014. Dr Peter Hobbins can be contacted at 9351 3035 or peter.hobbins@sydney.edu.au 
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The practice of quarantine has always been grounded in contested 
locations. The history and heritage of quarantine stations and places 
of isolation the world over remain in these landscapes, as built 
environments and in artefacts. These vestiges intersect in powerful 
ways with memory and history, but what is being invoked? Who – 
or what – were the actors bound up by quarantine? How can its 
material, documentary, legislative and spatial heritage help us untangle 
narratives of global movement interrupted by incarceration? 
Encompassing people and pathogens, vectors and vessels, flora 
and fauna, this conference seeks new interpretations of the place of 
quarantine. Moving in scale from intimate marks made by internees 
to multi-site comparisons, we aim to unite maritime histories with the 
inland islands of terrestrial quarantine. Above all, we hope to prompt 
productive conversations between archaeologists, historians, cultural 
and human geographers, and heritage scholars.
This international conference builds from a large multidisciplinary 
investigation of more than 1,000 sandstone inscriptions that cover the 
stunning Quarantine Station in Sydney, Australia (www.qstation.com.au). 
As our conference venue, this unique site prompts both local and global 
themes: mark-making, isolation, identity and place.
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